WEIGHTLOADINGGUIDELINES
RAXOFFICE- BOLTLESSRACKING
900mmWIDESHELVES

**200kg UDL***

**200kg UDL***

**200kg UDL***

**200kg UDL***

**200kg UDL***

MAXIMUM BAY LOAD - 1000kg

FOR YOUR SAFETY

- **DO NOT** climb or stand on the shelving
- Always distribute the load evenly across the shelves
- *Never exceed the recommended UDL (Uniformly Distributed Load)*
- Load heavy items on the lower shelves and lighter items on the higher shelves
- Products over 2000mm high should be fixed to the wall where possible
- Always use safety steps to reach high shelves
- Hand Load only, do not use forklift trucks
- If in doubt, contact us on 0121 508 5877

Hand Load only, do not use forklift trucks